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November 15, 2018

WG

Date

Activities

All

Nov 9, 2018

• A new version of the Operating Procedures has been
passed by the LC. The Procedures will now proceed to an
All Member Ballot.
• The new version of the Operating Procedures includes
better alignment with the Kantara Initiative Bylaws as
well as a streamlining of many processes.

IAWG

Nov 11, 2018

• Updates to the SAC to accommodate challenges that have
been encountered during assessments using NIST 800-63
Rev3 have been approved by an All-Member Ballot
(October 27, 2018). These changes will be used by
Assessors going forward.
• Revisions to the IAF Overview (IAF1000) continue. A
draft has been sent to current Kantara Approved CSPs for
their input. The IAF Glossary (IAF1100) will be the next
document to be revised.
• The Group Charter has been endorsed by the Group and
the current leadership team has been affirmed for another
year.

CISWG

Nov 11, 2018

• The Group is well on the way to reframing Consent in
general.
• The hard work and persistent effort of several team
members resulted in a demo around sharing consent
receipt information. Many people have experienced the
demo at several conferences. Andrew Hughes and others
have excited people many of whom have begun
participating and contributing to the WG. Work continues
to make improvements to the demo.
• Work on the demo has led to a series of high-level
discussions around consent in general and how the WG
would proceed with a features set for a specification for
the next release. These discussions have improved
participants’ understanding and grasping the language
used around Consent Receipt which will undoubtedly
result in improving the next version of the Consent
Receipt Specification.

UMAWG

Oct 11, 2018

• The Work Group has learned that some implementers have
begun doing interoperability testing among themselves,
and so is beginning to coordinate more formal "matrix
testing" (a scheme for which can be seen here, from the
UMA1 era). We will be also seeing a demo of WSO2's
new UMA2 implementation at our Oct 18 meeting.
• The WG is undertaking an analysis of resource owner and
requesting party notification requirements coming from a
variety of sources, partly related to Open Banking's
"decoupled" needs.
• Some offline progress is being made on finding
opportunities to test the UMA business model, associated
with the Vermont PIPC law.

CMSWG

Aug 16, 2018

• Progress has been slow on the primary deliverables of this
WG. The overall plan is to develop a document outline to
capture Consent Management common practices, develop
an interview protocol and survey, then gather data from as
many organizations as possible. Then, the results will be
analysed for common practices and areas where
standardization could help. We have renewed
committments of participant time starting in September, so
hope to increase the rate of progress at that time.

eGovWG

Aug 16, 2018

• eGov hosted a webinar on August 16, 2018. The
Australian DTA has been working on their new Trusted
Digital Identity Framework (TDIF). It is a comprehensive
set of documents[1] for digital identity in Australia. It
covers a range of topics from IDM, Authentication,
security privacy, fraud control, etc. DTA are presenting the
trust framework aspects on Thursday, August 16 at 14:00
UTC. Webinar recording will be available after the event.

OTTOWG

No update
since
Sept 14, 2017

• Very few meetings held over the summer. Currently
working on the JSON-LD vocabulary for SAML.
• In the past we had looked at blockchain technologies as a
solution for publishing federation data, but we got bogged
down on the logistical details. For example, which
blockchain, what is the business model, how would we
publish claims. Sovrin maybe provides some of the
answers to this question. More information about Sovrin
can be found at http://sovrin.org. The design of OTTO
aligns nicely with Sovrin. We are using JSON-LD as the
data format, and the API's defined in OTTO could be used
as Sovrin data endpoints.
• The DHS ERASMUS pilot, which has been a driver for
OTTO, is currently in limbo. The ERASMUS team will be
presenting the work to the DHS first responder S&T group
for December 7th. That is seen as a necessary gate for
Phase II of the project.
• Mike will be presenting OTTO at an Internet2 conference
right before IIW.

HIAWG

No update
since
Sep 7, 2016

UMADevWG

No update
since
Aug 19, 2016

• The WG has updated its Implementations questionnaire
and has started to parcel out assignments to collect data
from third-party implementers and migrate data from the
old page to the new page

IRMWG

No update
since
Aug 18, 2017

• The group is deliberating on their next publication. There
is some interest in investigating how Graph data
technologies can be used to represent relationships and
feed into 'traditional' authorization systems

• The HIAWG is currently without a chair.

FIWG

No update
since
Aug 18, 2017

• A project will start soon to create an SP 800-63-3 update
to the eGov SAML profile.

IRMWG

No update
since
Aug 18, 2017

• The group is deliberating on their next publication. There
is some interest in investigating how Graph data
technologies can be used to represent relationships and
feed into 'traditional' authorization systems

DG

Date

IDoT DG

Oct 15, 2018

• The current chair, due to circumstances beyond his
control, is resigning.
• One participant of the group (Scott Shorter) has proposed
redirecting the DG to Smart Cities. He will assume being
the Chair if there is support for this direction.
• Failing support, the DG will be dissolved.

BSC DG

No update
since
Aug 18, 2017

• The Blockchain and Smart Contracts Report to Kantara
will be formally published in August. A marketing
campaign will accompany the publication

Activities

